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he'find that happiness, like modern from which he was never to arise, as he the grounds. The consequences were! which was gathering like rust around
love, can be bought with gold? You expired on the following day. The soon obvious ; her regret and anxiety his heart went to the Continent; but
See him hurrying about, purchasing it particulars of his Story, as they were served to recall her disorder with re- change of scene is a change of ill to
JAMES K. REMICH,
in small quantities, wherever taste and related to us by his companion, com doubled vigor, and she eagerly de- those who must bear with. them the
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
their sorrow,
ofjheir
.sorrow, and find within
talent offer it for sale ; but the article bined with the circumstances of his manded to be again permitted to see cause of
is. too etherial to be baled for future death, contain something peculiarly him. A communication was now made; that aching void the world can never
use, and it soon evaporates into the melancholy and romantic.
to her parents, containing a detail | fid1. He hurries in vain from one scene
PRJ^E ESSAY;
vacuum'of his intellectual warehouse.
His name was;W----- , and his father, of all the circumstances,— her quick pof excitement to another ; society had
the premium of TiiiRTr —He who has lived for fame only, a gentleman in opulent circumstances, is recover}?-, her relapse, and
the ap no spell to soothe his memory, and
inform the GentU D0L LA~R s offered sr the proprietor will Team that happiness and renown still resident in Dublin, where he was parent cause of both ; and after change
no charm to lull it; “ Still slow
'
k and its vicinity thl
TUE Philadelphia album.
are scarcely speaking acquaintance. originally destined for the profession of some conferences, it was resolved that ly passed the melancholy day, and still
BY MISS FRANCIS.
Even if he grasps the rainbow he has medicine, in the preparatory studies for W------ should be invited to renew his 1 the stranger wist not where to stray ;”
can ys on the
THE IMPORTANCE OF MENTAL REso madly pursued, he will find its tints which he had made*considerable ad visits, and the affair be permitted to at
■ length he joined the cause of the
SOURCES.
Greeks, his name has been
fading with every passing cloud, and vancement. It happenedilhat the hos take its natural course. He according- struggling
‘
and honorably mentioned amongst
at every changing ray. Nor pital in which he was in the habit of at- |j ly
the .usual
rendezvous, often
’
v repaired
----- to __
—.......
fashionable mann^ Stand out of my sunshine, said Dio- flickering
i
^’’’cJgenes to Alexander, wffien the Emperor is
i he who has wasted the energies of tending clinicaJJ^ctures.
1 companions of Lord Byron at Miswljerc a where she met him with thie mbst im- the
?unctuahty aidhij^ what se,.vice he could do !lira._ his youth in disentangling the knotty considerable ^ftibn of Li's time was passioned eagerness, affectionately re- solonghi.
After his Lordship’s death
‘
of controversy more likely to spent, adjoined, a private (^ahlisbmerit groached his absence, and welcomed he
¡ still remained in Greece, but his con
August H, 1827, ¡And haughty as the Philosopher’s re- skein
;
with fond and innocent caresses.—' Jstitution was too weak to permit him to
— ------ Liply may sound, it implies only the hon- i find the evening of his days cloudless for the cure of r|.nsane pati^^ts, and the
low saw her as frequently as be- he
' of active service as a Palikari. He
serene. The demon of dogmatism garden of
Ky B
jest independence which every highly and
;
therefore, taken a post in the garri
__^ml a second time her recovery had,
“bh
T".". Igifted aud well balanced mind may or of doubt, will grapple him closely, the grounds of rhe other' by I
son
which
held possession of the castie
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progressing,
till
at
length
f
and
convert
his
early
glow
of
feeling
considerable
height.
One
day,
whilst
•mused
toward those who meiely possess
town of Navarino, in the Morea,
was so far restored that her parents and
¡
pt is wanted imJJ|the accidental distinction, of rank and sand elasticity of thought, into rancor lingering in the walks in the rearof the she
s
on removing her to her own .<& was wounded in the action at Sphaci
'NnrV savetrouWe. |f°rtune. He must be reduced to piti- ous
< prejudice, of shattered faith. But hospital, his ear was struck with the resolved'
in the summer of 1825. The un
and she accordingly bade adieu teria,
1
!
827
extremities, who n eeds the conde- 1the deep stream of philosophical knowl plaintive notes of a voice in the adja- home,
skillful management of a n'ative surgeon
i the assylum.
__ 1
_ [.scending smile of the proud, or the <edge is untinged by one drop of bitter cent garden, which sang the melancholy to
There were here some circumstances !during his confinement in the fortress,
Its gurgling waters constantly Irish air of w Savourneen Deelish cu
flattery of the vain either to ness.
j
of heaven from which they flow, riosity prompted him to see who the which W——’s companion, Mr. R----- . ]previous to its surrender to Ibrahim
rOuse him to exertion or to warm him speak
<
indistinctly, or of which I retain Pacha, and a long and dangerous fever
and the quiet sound lulls the listening minstrel was, and clambering to an ap- related
TRACT 0fLa„J’nfo happiness. The power
i
the malady of Pylos, combined
i
erture in the dividing wall/ he saw im but an imperfect ¿ecollection ; and he from
- on Mousunt Rbei citement is the most desirable oi all-spirit into peace.
If age like infancy, must have its mediately below him a beautiful girl, who could alone have informed me of with scanty diet and bad attendance
}ty ofYorkbouMedattainments ; and it is the most rare,
his Greek domestics, united with
Sitwenty
love knowledge only for its useful- playthings, what can be so dignified as who sat in mournful abstraction be them was gone to his long home before from
or as aw'ri^njness, and thus convert if into a source battery and barometer, telescope and neath a tree, plucking the leaves from I heard this singular story. It appear his broken spirit to bring on a rapid
It was under these cir
'
: in width from Mof happiness to form and strengthen prism ? Electric power may be increas a rose-bud as she sang her plaintive ed however, that, after some further in- consumption.
that Mr. R----- , who now
'
/er, containing Wjvirtuous dispositions, only for the ed with less danger than the power of air. As she' raised her head and ob tercourse,, he was obliged to absent cumstances
him, had found him at a
:
sakk boundedii8^® oithe ,deeP
the7 bring man : it is safer to weigh the air than served the stranger before her, she himself from Ireland for some time, and accompanied
village
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the
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of Mania, and had
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motives
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to
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iuse; thence map Yet experience constantly proves to ting to fix the eye upon volcanoes in her ; after a moment’s hesitation, and mind to perfect collectedness continued since paid him every attention in his
, or as said river
there are no other means of tlrt moon, than upon tempests in the reflection on the consequence, he threw uninterrupted ; but her former memory power. By cautious management and
RTHoToxMEWB! attaining permanent happiness. He to political horizon ;—and it is far easier himself over the wall and seated himself seemed to decay with her disease, and gentle voyages he had brought him to
rortmri whom nature is an open volume, where to separate and unite the color in a ray beside her. Her mind seemed in a she gradually forgot her lover. Long Hydra, where he was enabled to pro
¡truths of the loftiest import are of light, than it is to blend the many state of perfect simplicity ; Her disor protracted illness ensued, and her spir cure him a passage in a French vessel,
- ------ -- —J plainly written, may smile at the thwart- colored hues of truth, turned out of der appeared to have given her all the its and constitution seemed to droop from whence he hoped to find a British
iVds and S™ ing influence of general circumstances, their course by the three cornered playful gentleness"of childhood, and, as with exhaustion after their former un ship to land him in England, where his
----and he who can find in the fall of an glass of controversy.
she fixed her dark expressive eyes on healthy excitement, till at length after a last moments might be watched by
FIRST qualityclapfej
3pp|e OL
Or the
of LUC
the wild
flower.
He who
drinks deeply at the foun- his, she . would smile and caress him, tedious recovery from a series of re friendly eyes, and his bones rest with
““*V “T apple,
Lue hues Ul
wuu nunvi,
iic
wuu un
100 M. Good
■ r ’
- food
- - for .the reason and for tain of natural1 science, will reflect all and sing over and over the song she lapses, her faculties were perfectly res his fathers. The particulars of his in
■°°d Layi®
^abundant
ENOUGH & BODVii fancy, may well say . to the world, around him the light which beams on was thrilling when he first heard her. tored ;but every trace of her former hospitable reception here I have al
his own tranquil spirit. If the sympa Struck with the novelty of such a situa situation, or the events which had oc ready recounted ; but we at last saw
. J stand out of my sunshine.’
thy
of heart and intellect is within his tion, and the beauty of the innocent and' curred during her illness and residence him fixed under the care of an old
m
of
not raean ^at selfishness bliss,
JU
I even where enjoyment is of the most reach, he will enjoy it more highly helpless being before him, W----- stay in Dublin, had vanished like a dream French officer at Smyrna, who engaged
dignified kind. An eminence, which than any other man ; but if he is, alone ed long enough to avoid detection, and from her memory, nor did her family to pay him every requisite attention,
*
placed us above the delightful sympa- tn the world, no ipan can, with so much then returned by the sa’me means he ever venture to touch her feelings by a till he should depart for Europe, or for
another world.”
5
^¡eg op sociai life, would indeed be un- sincerity, say to the incitements of had entered the garden, but not until recurrence to them.
“ In the mean time W—— returned,
KINGSBURYata-enviable; but surely—that which ph- fame, the glitter of wealth, and the al she had induced him to promise to
and eagerly flew to embrace, after so
rrangement in th»! ces us above the everchanging tide of lurements of pleasure, “ stand ye 'out come again and see her.
Tmmortautt of the soul. From an
ireseut stock of gste circumstances and opinion is very de- of my sunshine!”
The following day he returned and long a separation, her who had never
article
in the last number of Black
passed
from
his
thoughts
and
his
re

. ,
, „„sirable. The study of nature, more
found her at the same spot, where she
said she had been singing for a long membrance. Her family felt for him wood’s Magazine, we extract the follow
ent immed^tely. than any other study, tends to produce
A well written tale, exhibiting t^e high time before, in hopes to attract his ear the warmest gratitude and affection, ing beautiful passage. It is written
527_____ this internal sunshine, across which
, the vexatious cares of the world are wrought sufferings of those unearthly beings, again. He now. endeavored to find out from the consciousness that he had with an energy aud glow of thought
Dent JXCWOIi Qtthe most but flirting shadows. Pol- who love the ideal perfections that dwell on her story or the cause of her derange been the main instrument in the restor seldom to be surpassed.—A*. F. Courier.
u Death can never be indifferent tilt
kY from the subserfc itics, love of gain, ambition, renown— ly in their Own pare imaginations, before the ment, but his efforts were unavailing, or ation of their daughter, but the issue of
apprentice,by then» everything in short which can be acted touches of earthly frailty have traced the her words so incoherent as to convey this interview they awaited with the man is assured, which none was ever
^’ate?X°P<>n the passion of mankind, have a disgusting lines of mortal deformity over their no connected meaning. She was, how most painful suspense. She had long yet, that, with his breath, his being
no debts of his coBts corrosive influence on the soul, nut beautiful fancyings, is a treasure that we ever, more staid & melancholy while he ceased to mention his name, or betray passes into nothing.—Whether bis
, seize with eagerness. If any compositions
remained wu'th her, and smiled and sigh any symptom of recollecting him; he hopes and fears steer by the chart
s are hereby forbids nature pursues her course with the
ey would avoid thepe game majestic step, the same serene! addressed to the feelings are beneficial, they ed, and wept and sang by turns, till it seemed to have passed from her memo and compass of a formal creed, or drift
are such as have their foundation in truth and
BENJAMWI smile, whether a merchant is wrecked,• their superstructure in probability. They was time for him to again bid her adieu. ry with the other less important items along the shoreless sea of a faithless
, August 24,1827. or an empire overthrown. The evil are then useful in communicating elevated —^With the exception of those childlike of her situation, and this moment was conjecture, a possible eternity of bliss
Ui—1
i 7F feeling of our nature cannot defile her conceptions of human relations and of moral wanderings,she betrayed no otherm.arks now to prove to them whether any cir or bale can never be indifferent. The
Sait & D holy temple. They may indeed close duties; and though it is a melancholy truth, insanity; her aberrations were merely of cumstance could make the stream of idea of extinction is not terrible, simply
___
its portal against the restless and the that such lessons are soon effaced by the playful and innocent; she was often memory roll back to this distracted^pe- because man cannot form such an idea
„
bad; but the radiant goddess is ever stern reality of wrong, yet it is no less a truth sad and melancholy, but oftener lively riod of her intejiect. From the shock at all. Let him try as long as he will
of that interview W---- never recover —let him negative every conceived and
ds< W. 1. Kum, within the altar ready to smile upon that they are the divinest aspirations of our and light-spirited.
W------felt an excitement in her pres ed. She received him as her family had conceivable form of existence ! he is
ta Cruz, do.
those who are pure enough to love her souls—leading us on to the purity and perfec
, Ubes Salt.
quiet beauty. Ambition may play a tion of which our natures are capable, ¿and ence which he had never known be anticipated ; she saw him as a mere un as far as ever from having exhausted
rst quality Flour« mighty game—it may crack the sineWs which ought to be their constant aim, though fore ; she appeared to him a pure child interesting stranger; she met him with a the infinitude of possibility. Imagina
sa|e py_______ of a whole nation, and make the cringing they are condemned to the regions of beauti of Nature, in the extreme of Nature’s calm, cold politeness, and could ill con tion will continually produce the hi e of
ENOUGH & BOl^ multitude automaton dancers to its own ful phantasmagoria, and are seldom found, loveliness. She seemed not as one ceal her astonishment at the agitation conscientiousness through *! ■ '
, August 17,1827. gtormy music. But sun, and moon, and but in fictions.and romances. The following whom reason had -deserted, but as a and despair of his manner, when he darkness. Many are the. dev,extract, from Letters from the Levant in the being who had never mingled with the found too truly that he was no longer fancy to relieve the soul from v .
----------- 7*^ stars, go forth on their sublime mission
independent of its powers ; and its ut- New Monthly Magazine, is a portrait of“ the world, and dwelt in the midst of its remembered with the fond affection he weight of ideal nothing; Some ■
zt/------------------most cannot alter the laws which pro- divinity that stirs within us.”-— Statesman.
vice and deformity in primeval beauty, had anticipated. He could not repress a senseless duration in dry be '
u On our return to the hotel, we found and uncontaminated innocence and af his anxiety to remind her of their late sepulchral ashes,.or ghastly mumr ■
terate
whBk duce the transitory glory of the ra intbeartofthemostexjibow. Avarice may freeze the genial the landlord in a fiery dispute with two fection. His visits were now anxiously attachment, but she only heard his dis or, rather than not to be, would c '
as at length fo'undai currents of the soul; but it cannot di- English gentlemen who had just landed repeated and as eagerly anticipated by tant hints with astonishment and haugh in the cold obstruction of the grave, or
. minish the pomp of summer or restrain from a French brig in the bay. One his interesting companion^, to whom he ty surprise. He now found that the the damp, hollow solitude of the charrRA‘NGE'8
the prodigality of autumn. Fame may was a fine looking young man of about found himself almost involuntarily, only step which remained for him was nal house. Some choose a life in oth
four or five and twenty, but apparently deeply attached, the more so, perhaps, to endeavor to make a second impres ers’ breath, an everlasting fame, and
in the last stage of emaciation and dis from the romantic circumstances of the sion on her renovated heart; but he listen delighted to the imaginary voice
iJitance by the P¥ stantial good; but with all its eager as- ease ; and his companion, rather more case, and the secrecy which it was ab failed. There was still some mysteri of unborn ages. Some secure a per
i he is so universally® pi rations, it can neither change nor robust, was endeavoring- to persuade the solutely necessary to maintain of the ous influence which attached their manence in their works, their country,
share the immortality of the. minutest Italian host to give him quarters in the whole affair, so that no ear was privy, minds but the alliance on her part had their' posterity ; and yet, neither the
Sy obtained an unpa® atom.
f a
f locunda. This however, he obstinately to his visits, and no eye had marked their totally changed its former tone, and protracted dissolution of the carcass,
«mediately removes®
fjere then is a sequestered spot refused, on the plea of the young gen meetings. At length, however, the when she did permit her thoughts to nor the ceaseless tradition of renown,
dwell upon him, was rather with aver nor a line of progeny stretched to the
iy action to the veJwherj; the weary may rest, safe from tleman’s illness, who was reclining, as matter began _
__effect
_ „a singular
__ _change
___
to
»riginal colourand7 the . whirlwind of its own passions. we entered, on a sofa, in a state of en-j in the mind of the lady, which became sion than esteem ; and her family^ af crack of doom, can add an instant to
luUe°r^?'Tfficacy7Bt Here is a mirror made to reflect heav- feebled exhaustion, with sunken cheek ¡every day more and more composed, ter long encouraging his addresses, at the brief existence of a conscious being.
; that a fairt?iai en alone, and which the Proteus forms and lustreless eye : whilst the debate : though.still subject to wanderings and length persuaded him to forego his suit, Our fathers held a more palpable
lentator. It
of human pollution can never darken. was proceeding, and the landlord with ! abstraction ; but the new passion, which which with a heavy hopeless heart he phantom—a dream of grosser substance
c?sesJoifi^setedthep«'i
H§ who has steered his bark ever expressive shrugs unfeelingly pointed, was daily taking possession of her assented to, and bade her adieu for —that the soul, the self, the personal
«edTth\Tcouldbedejso skilfully, through the sea of poli- to his miserablemppearance, and urged mind, seemed to be eradicating the ever.
identity, only shifted jts tenement^ and
But the die of his fortune was cast; subsisted by perpetual change.”
at once gives imtn*|jCSi rarely if ever, finds a quiet haven, that as a few days must terminate his (pause, or, at least, counteracting the
but cures
vexa{j:ons anc| his triumphs have existence, he should not only have -the i effects-of her malady. This alteration he could no longer walk heedlessly by
— —M^toui>heitbyc*bll been of an exciting, character, annoyance of his. death and interment,; was soon visible to the inmates of the those scenes where he had once spent
Voyages;.: Expeditions.—Baron Wrapis nothing of a merclj Both dependent on outward circum- but his establishment would lose its ; house, and the progress of her .recove- hours of happiness, and he felt that,
it, and it Hiayby^taaces, over which he had very lirni- character, in the suspicious climate of ry was so rapid as to induce-them to wander where he might, happiness gen, the-enterprising Russian traveller,
hers under any
te(j pOwer . anc] when the precarious Smyrna, by an inmate having expired ’ seek for some latent cause, and to watch could never return. At length to crown has arrived at Portsmouth, in it hie cor
nhd Retail by® breeze, had subsided he finds too late, in it. It was with difficulty that the el-( her frequent and prolonged visits to the his misery, the last ray of hope was vette Krotky; in which lie has perform
esa " "
,(1](.that he has lived on the breath of oth- der gentleman procured permission for' garden ; the consequence was, that shortly after shaded by the marriage ed a voyage round the world, which
Rtb,Portland;^¿’ers, and that happiness has no empire him to remain on the sofa whilst he'at their next meeting an eye was on of his mistress.* W------ now aban lasted about two years. It is stated, ip
b ?S?dC Saco’ aid ^within him. And what is the experi- went to seek more hospitable quarters! them which reported the circumstance doned every prospect at home, and in the newspapers, that natural science
'rnnebunk- '
ence of him who has existed only for for him.; he succeeded however, and in! of W---- --’s visit to the superior of the; order to shake off that melancholy will be considerably enriched by this
expedition, as Dr. Kyber has succeed?
the evening the invalid was removed to [ establishment; an immediate stop was
the
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ting out to bring a Bavarian Princess,,, shore to rot and this gang proceedin P. took a pilot (a Mr. Howard) from tive of Adams or Jackson, as ifall state
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Charles Grant; President of the Board of I
sent here in irons, and put on board gainst any other than the usual perils ing so, she luffed up and struck the G. and interests, while she professes to be Control, Mr. C. W Wynn; Secretaryatl comet';:'
friendly:
the press gang’s ship, and at their mercy of the sea.1
P. stem on, on the larboard beam, which labôuring for the prevention of that War, Lord Palmerston; Chancellor of the quility,
Daily Advertiser.
evil.
Nat.
G
az.
Duchy
of
Lancaster,
Lord
Bexley;
Master
1
where they kept prisoners. The cap
careened her so much as to throw all
vided. :
of the Mint, Mr. Tierney ; Surveyor > dccasj
tain arid mate are chained together in
hands to leeward, crushing eyery thing
Woods
and
Forests,
Mr.
S.
Bourne.
Hon. Mr. Sargeant is elected a mem
he call':
the most miserable hole you can ima
before her. In this dreadful situation ber of Congress in the 2d Congression Some objections, it is said, were made by à existing
ELECTIONEERING.
of the cabinet to the appointment of Mr, Sjars if
gine, and compelled to make Wads for
both vessels remained, thumping with al Districts in Philadelphia, by a ma part
Herries as Chancellor of the Exchequer, but ! olivat.
The tactics of Tennessee are rapidly great violence. The crew of the G. P.
the men of war. This is not the only
as Messrs. Huskisson, Sturges, Bourne, and I The ;
case by hundreds, where our property extending. Just before the late elec expecting her to sink, every moment, jority of 157 votes. The National Ga Tierney, refused to receive the appointment, ÿOcaii
has been plundered, and our citizens, tion in Pennsylvania, and just in time to jumped on board the Amigos, but Capt. zette says, u the administration has ob it had at length been bestowed on Mr. Her'
ries, in consequence of which Lord Lans
infamously treated—and will our Gov prevent any effectual refutation of the ■ Chasteau hearing the cries of the crew tained a majority, but not so large as downe
gave up his seals; but consented to i
~
ernment tamely look on and see free calumny,, an article appeared in the . of the Spanish vessel, that her bow was was expected by its friends. Both
keep
them as the king laid his commandsoj!
sides
made
great
efforts.
”
M
him to continue in office.
Rost. Pat. ! Ixtrac
born Americans, and their country’s Philadelphia Palladium, containing stove in and that she was sinking, called
charges
against
President
A
dams
,
and
It
was
estimated
that
the
duties
on
foreign
flag insulted, and its citizens scourged
out to his men to return on board their
during the pending quarter, wouldi- these
via;worse than if they were pirates ? I Messrs. Webster and Bailey, (then 300 own vessel; the order was immediate Abridgement of Scott9s Napoleon.—An grain
mount
to upwards of 400,000/.
Mh!
trust not, longer than the commence miles oft',) of conversations and corres ly obeyed, and himself, the mate and abridgement of Scott’s Napoleon, has Letters from Calcutta to April 9, state, ' going
i
lately
been
published
by
Messrs.
Col

pondence,
in
1824
—
5,
all
about
the
that
several
failures
had
taken
place,
aqd!
ment of the next session of Congress.
crew succeeded in getting once more lins & Hanny of New York. The ma that trade was greatly distressed. The pros- ' winds, <
appointment
of
Federalists
to
office
in
Register.
on board the G. P. They then began
of the ensuing crop of Indigo were fa- j 3® mile
case of the advancement of Mr. AdamsI to cut away the rigging.in order to clear ker of this abridgement observes in an pects
dusk th
vourable.
advertisement to the work, that his aim At the funeral of M. Manuel, a member of | under t
to
the
Presidency
;
and
the
names
of
themselves from the Amigos, and filling
COMMERCIAL.
*
of
two- members of Congress were announ away the top-sail and foretopmast stay has been to render it what its. author the Chamber of Deputies, in Paris, a ùnga, j act
scenes .
The following case of aggression by ced
(
lar
disturbance
took
place.
The
corpse
wad
expressly
says
he
originally
designed
as having been left as sponsors for
On anc
the Brazilian squadron upon a mer- ,the charges. Notwithstanding the rig sail, she payed off and got clear of the it to be, “ a brief and popular abstract99 of placed upon a hearse, which was drawn by i east ent
citizens, and attended by an immense con-|
A.
The
G.
P.
then
hauled
up
to
the
chant vessel of this country, pursuing a marole of the charges, they were trans
the most wonderful character, and the course of people, said by some to amount tn ; leaving
lawful trade, within the rules acknowl planted into the New-York Evening eastward with such sails as were not ]most extraordinary events of the past 4° ,000. Upon reaching a certain spot, they! wguarc
|
were checked by a body of armed troops, two can
edged by that government, appears to Post, whose veteran Editor in former torn to pieces, having* it is supposed,. twenty
years.
and they were ordered to place the coffin up Island,
eft
on
board
the
Amigos,
Mr.
Howard,
■ us to call for the prompt interference of years would readily have seen absurd
on another hearse provided by the police,) longsidt
glish, m
the pilot; a Spanish gentleman, a pas
our own government to seek redress.
and
drawn by horses. A tumult ensued, and; languag
At a late meeting in New Orleans for
ity stamped on the face of an article senger ; and one of her crew. Capt.
for
a
while
every
thing
wore
the
appearance!
It will be recollected that an under pretended to be witnessed by persons
the choice of an Aiderman, the election
at
bloodshed and carnage. M. La Fitte at fore,
standing has been established between present at a conversation between two Chasteau remained all night at se$. being made on Administration politics of
belongii
length
appeared
upon
the
ground,
and
ad

the Brazilian. Government and Capt. individuals in private ; and from his with the injured side of his vessel to lee —Mr. Alex. Phillips, the Adams candi dressed the multitude, and after some diffi-f fresh me
culty effected a singular kind of compromise] men, inc
. Biddle, our representative in the La acquaintance with the parties, that ward, in order to haul .oft'.
date, had 132 of 182 votes.
between the parties.—It was agreed that ted the
A
tremendous
sea
running
and
the
cPlata, that American vessels • bound to nothing would be more silly than the
two of the horses should be harnessed tol carry or
Buenos Ayres, should not be consider intimation, that Mr. Webster, could anchors of the Amigos having dropped
The following is the emphatic lan’ the old hearse, and the new hearse and taken j:
fowls, pi
ed as liable to arrest, unless being have required any organ of communi from her bows, with the chain cables guage of the concluding section of the1 the troops should be withdrawn. In this for
two i
it was drawn, nominally by the hors-warned off and their papers endorsed cation between him and Adams at the bent, she was thus brought to anchor, 7th Title of the Revision of our statutes,’ manner
es, but really by men, to. the burial grounded p'atient!
and
lights.were
seen
on
her
deck
until
they should attempt a second time to time. Nevertheless the article was
to the importation into this state of per‘ Pero la Chaise, where with much ceremony,| tives re:
1 o’clock, A. M. when she disappeared,
enter the blockaded port.
was deposited near the grave of General] followin
copied into the Post, and received the and it is supposed must have sunk, as sons held in slavery, &c. It has re itFoy,
M, La Fitte then addressed the crowd, the brig
The brig Nile, Capt. Forbes, belong corroboration of its Editor, and was
ceived the unanimous sanction of the and was
de
followed by General La Fayette, since
the
G.
P.
passed
the
spot
after
day
Then
ing to Messrs. J. & T. H. Perkins & making the rounds of the papers till
Senate :
and some others; when they dispersed 'safety.
light
(having
taken
another
pilot
from
Sons, left Canton for Boston in March yesterday, when the following extin
“ Every person born within this peaceably.
ctioti at Catalonia, Spain, was!
wasi last, with orders to stop at Buenos Ay guisher was applied to it, and then it the Constellation) without seeing any State, whether white or colored, is The insurrection
more ggeneral, and levies of all kinds]
res to dispose of such part of the cargo vanished “ into thin air,” as thousands thing of her.
FREE : every person who shall here growing
I] . , °
ere pouring into
mco that
uiut province.
pruyuivv.
Capt. Chasteau states that he heard after be born within this State shall be were
as was saleable, and to proceed with have done before it:—
In regard-to
io Portugal it is confidently
Goiiiiucnuv stat- , u
the heart rending cries of the Spanish FREE ; and every person brought in edI mar
that'Don
Miguel was to ciHuain.
embark a«
at ^ien-J
uon miguei
the remainder to Boston. The Nile en
crew for more than an hour, without to this State as a slave, except as au riai for Lisbon to assume the regency- without! W
TO THE PUBLIC, .
tered the La Plata and met with noth
’
And
r.
the consent or authority of Don "
Pedro.
_
ca
ing to inform her of the blockade un
I have seen in the New-York Eve any ability to render them even the thorized by this title, shall be FREE. ” it is belie\ ed- that he has taken
this step- with least
.
most
he
smallest
assistance,
and
that,
whilst
he
di crear
. h ,
the assent of
Great Britain
til within a few miles of Buenos Ayres, ning Post of the 9th inst. a paragraph
New York paper.
Redchid
Pacha
has
gone
to
Ah
.
•
remained
on
the
Amigos,
they
seemed
G
reecè
.where he found the Brazilian squadron extracted from the Philadelphia Palla
.1»
ft
r-»
ZA
sh/xFblriffn
COIL
canania, where
he Vvhad
effected
nothing. suppose
At a review, on Monday last, in Re- The
at anchor ; they boarded and informed dium, of the 6th, alledging in express so entirely paralyzed by the danger of
Greeks having placed their wives and
him of the blockade ; his papers show' terms that in the „winter of 1824—5, their situation, as to be scarcely capa hobotb, a laughable mistake is said to children within the natural fortresses of thei habitan
sought!
ed the property to be American ; his pending the Presidential election, I had ble of making an effort for the preser have taken place in the manoeuvres of country, followed his movements and inter unnatur
cepted
his
supplies,
so
asto
prevent
him
from]
vation
of
their
lives
and
vessel.
set
a company of cavalry. The comman venturing to any distance from the coast. Ib fire
orders also gave evidence that he was’ conversations with Mr. Webster, and
der in ordering his men to mount, inad rahim Pacha, through a similar reason,badi destroy
to violate no belligerent right, yet con• Mr. Adams, on the consideration which
ful.
From
the
Raleigh
(N.
C.)
Register,
of
vertently bade them “ place the right been obliged tó return to Modon and Coron,] “let
trary to the usage which bad been pur the federal party would have in the
Oct.
2.
from
whence
he
had
despatched
two
Euro,
found tl
foot iu&he stirrupand then the conse
sued he was ordered to Montevideo* distribution of the government offices,
officers to Zante, to buy provisions with! I saw al
Signs offhe Times.—r-A party of gen quence was that they all found them pean
under convoy of four vessels of war, the if Mr. A. should be made President;
several Egyptian vessels of war to guard the the chu
Brazilian Commodore declaring at the and that a letter was written by me to tlemen, fifteen in number, accidentally selves seated with their faces towards the convoy; This was the flotilla which Lord had bee
attacked and defeated—an exploit! lost a' r
same time that he did not consider him Mr. Webster on the subject, as the re dined together, a few days since in tails they rode ! Abd before the officer Cochrane
which had increased the terrors of his name wounde
this
county,;
and
the
subject
of
the
could correct the error one sergeant throughout the Levant and imparted proporr
as a prize, and leavingInm in the com sult of a conversation with Mr Adams,
Presidency being under discussion it ap had actually wheeled his men, telling tionate courage and ardor to the Greeks, j fifteen,
mand of his vessel and crew. During and on his authority.
but a s
It was found difficult to keep the frigate;
peared that fourteen out of fifteen were
the passage he was separated from the
Every particle of these allegations friendly to the Administration., So we1 them they were about to escort the re Hellas manned. The Greeks disliking W
viewing officers, “ left in front."
convoy by thick weather« and had fre is a gross fabrication, utterly destitute
loud explosion of her great guns so muti edand
Warren Star.
quent opportunities of evading the Bra of the shadow of truth. 1 never had g°that they would not expose their ears to it. I some wi
zilian vessels of war, and of proceeding a tittle of any such conversation with
We are indebted to Mr. Toplifffor Gjrf Ham
At Wiscasset an indictment has been
SURPRISING FEAT.
Spânïar
on his voyage to Boston, bringing with either Mr. A. or Mr. W. ; nor did any ■. .
tar
papers to September 16. We do not fi»
On Saturday last, a gentleman of found against Geo. Needham, accused in them
him the midshipman who was sent in letter ever pass from or through me,
any news of importance. There art * Ann
charge of his papers, had he been so having the most remote resemblance to this city being on a visit to Paterson of robbing the mail between Hallowell some particulars of disturbances in Catalonia, the Atli
which is nothing very unusual.—Ros. Mv. «d with
Falls in New Jersey, in company with and Portland.
disposed ; but confiding in the perfect the one alledged.
___ 'and loft
some ladies, was engaged in observing
fairness and lawfulness of hrs proceed
We have the satisfaction to announced Jabita
It
is
stated,
that
“
the
names
of
two
The
new
Unitarian
Church,
in
Au

' the ingenuity of a Mr. Crane who was
ings, that h(= had not intended and had
mon^ the arrivals of Sunday last that of the; ltugu
not in fact violated any belligerent right gentlemen, members of Congress, are occupied in throwing a bridge over the gusta, was dedicated on Thursday last. brig Nile, Captain Forbes, with a very valj[ W co:
able cargo belonging to Messrs» J. & 1- Hl 0
and that the Commodore of the Bra left with us [the Palladium] as a war falls. After the bridge had been suc
Carelessnèss.-—On Thursday, week,
& Sons, having been given vpJfR
zilian squadron was also satisfied of the rant for the above statement It is not cessfully placed in its proper position, while Mrs. Lawrence, of this place, was seat Perkins
a detention of 18 or 20 days, by the Brazil;®!
possible
that
this
assertion
is
true*.,
It
innocence of his conduct and intentions,
the attention of the party was drawn to ed by the fire-side, she heard something squadron, which had captured and came.
strike the chimney, and at the same instant, her into Montevideo. The particularsf Hie
and trusting in the assurances he had cannot be that a single member shoulc the opposite side of the falls by the trip
report of a gun. Upon examination it
we have not ascertained-’—UL !
st
given him to this effect, he voluntari be found, so profligate and base, as to sound of voices, and on looking they appeared that a ball had passed through the herByrelease
the Nile we learn that six Brawli^^-(
give
his
name
a
voucher
for
such
unsaw a nun making towards the edge of glass in the window, (making a hole of the . vessels of war were at Montevideo. AdinR .
ly proceeded in good faith with his
own crew to Montevideo, and actually I blusehing falsehoods. From the date the precipice, which is supposed to be bigness of a cent,) directly over her, and Pinto Guedeswas off Buenos Ayres
pn
of
the
publication,
3
days
before
the
the chimney about nine inches above frigate, a sloop of war, a brig, a three mastej ailadiu
reached there twenty-four hours before
from seventy five to eighty feet in struck
her head!
'
Castine Am.
schr. and several smaller vessels, some y $ayS)
the convoy. Here he found the U. S. Pennsylvania election, and from the con height. On arriving at the brink the
which were ordered to cruise continual^
spicuous
use
of
the
name
of
Mr.
Ser

man stood perfectly erect and in this High Water.—The heavy rains we have •night and day, instead of lying st^l°nS3-owAûr?7
ship Boston, Capt. Hoffman ; before
geant,
who
was
a
candidate
at
that
elec

The Rio Saludo was block
posture threw himself from the rock in had this week have raised the water in the formerly.
proceeding on board of the ship of the
by a frigate and some small craft, so that JJ011
Brazilian Admiral, he waited on Capt. tion, the conclusion is inevitable, that to the water. On coming near the wa Kennebec so that it was yesterday morning, Buenos Ayreans find it very difficult
'
the evening before several feet over the
Hoffman ; who assured him that the the paragraph is the fabrication of some ter he drew up his feet a little, and as and
their prizes to port, several of
wharves.
----Ken. Jour.
unprincipled
partizan,
for
the
purpose
J
conduct pursued towards our countryhe struck the surface, extended them A branch of a strawberry vine bearing up burning about the beginning of August, u
squadron was daily expecteU1*_
'men in similar circumstances, had been of giving a temporary success to his suddenly and disappeared. After re on it rifle Strawberries, was shewn us a day Patagonian
Montevideo.
The
Brazilians
were
a
.
c
tl
'
e
!
J
bl
such as to justify the belief that his pa party. Comment on such profligacy maining under water three or four se or two since. The stalk contained several employed in repairing the fortifications hiis \
some green berries and a number of Montevideo, so that it was supposed the ' iMefo
conds, be rose again to the surface and blows,
pers would be immediately returned to is unnecessay.
ripe ones. This we believe is quite an un
JOHN BAILEY.
swam to a log roller that had fallen common occurrence in this part of the coun- would continue along time to come, h r Meh th
him, and his vessel suffered to proceed
plies were abundant and business dulh
Somerset Jour.
Dorchester, Mass. Oct. 11,1827.
from the bridge and to which a rope . try.
to Boston wit hout delay, advising him

' *

The following law was passed at Buenos' Fire.—rf1îej village of tfavérhiil, Mass,
STATE OF MAINE.
I Cid. at Wilmington, N. C. previous to 5th
Ayres on the 20th July.
PROSPECTUS OP THE
was visited by a destructive Fire, on Tues
I inst. brig Gov. Parris, for St. Thomas.
“The exportation of gold and silver by day evening, 9th inst. It originated in a barn RZTHE U07ERN0R OF THE STATE OF MAINE
Ar.
at
Newpiort,
8th
inst.
sch.Speed,
Sears,
nitarian
advocate s
water is absolutely prohibited in this prov
A PRO^Z.AM4.TIOST
Saco, 2 days from New-Bedford.
WUSI vievys Of religion, always so in?potince, and by land if destined to any quarter belonging to Mr. Daniel Appleton. Thé fol Fora day of Public Thanksgiving if-Praise. of At
New Orleans, 16th ult. barque Philefas, W tant, were never, perhaps, more earn
lowing statement of property destroyed, &c.
Occupied by the Brazilian army.
Morrill, of Saco, from New York, just arr.
estly desired than in this community at the
5 will W
“ Any specie or quantity of gold or silver, is taken from the Essex Gazette, of the 13th
With the advice of the Council, I appoint
found within less than five yards of the beach inst.
Adv. at Amsterdam, Aug. 21. brig Ageno- present moment.—The Unitarian Advocate.THURSDAY, the twenty-tninth day oe
na Mitchell, of this port, for Philadelphia and is designed to, meet the wants arising out of5
-sdayi^ or bank of any stream by which it may be
“ A House and Barn, together with a November next, as a day of Thanksgiving Boston, to sail Aug. 28.
tips statè of public sentiment. It proposes toi
of Bostic exported, will be confiscated, the whole giv horse, four cows, two hogs, about twenty tons and Praise.
en to the finder or finders, between whom it
At Marseilles, about 1st ult. brigs Lawson, aid serious inquiry, and resolve honest doubts;
Let
us,
on
that
day,
praise
and
thank
G
od
of hay, farming utensils, See. belonging to Mr.
-‘Wly shad be equally shared.
respecting that from of Christianity which
he has made a Revelation to man, inspi Lombard, of Hallowell, for Phila, IGth ; Unitarians believe to be the simple “ truth
I “ The delinquent shall further forfeit to Appleton. Loss estimated at' $3500.—Inju that
Eunice, Stevenson, of Saco, for N. Orleans,
red
him
with
an
understanding
by
which
to
as it is in Jesus.” We wish alSD14o*d(i sorrier
j tire treasury a sum equal to that found upon red, $2500. A large Barn, 100 feet long, con comprehend its spirit, giving him the power 5th.
him, in default whereof he shall be obliged taining fifty or sixty tons of hay, a two story i of self-determination for its execution, and
At Ponce, 18th ult. brig Bourne, of this thing towards removing those f Ise impres
ellng of J to serve five years as a comipon soldier.”
shop occupied by Mr. Charles Short, Cabinet ;
port, foy New-York, 20 ; Carroll, for Bos sions, which hinder the proper influences of
on, willj This law was in full force when the last Maker—a shop occupied by Mr. William besto ve.dthe best enjoyments in this life and ton, 14.
Christianity, and to win men to a holy life as
the
hope
of
felicity
in
the
next
on
those
who
Webb,
shoemaker
—
a
Cooper
’
s
shop,
Shed,
well as a correct faith.
VESSSELS SPOKEN.
'Udny. British packet left Buenos Ayres ; the pas
imitate
the
purity
and
charity
of
his
divine
&c.
all
owned
by
James
H.
Duncan,
Esq.
This work will comprise discussions ont
sengers were searched from head to foot, even
5th
inst.
lat.
43
Ion.
62,
brig
Syren,
Fernaid,
herald, Jesus Christ.
obliged to take off their boots, coats &c. by Loss estimated at $3,000—No Insurance.
of Saco, 37 days from St. Ubes, for New- various Christian doctrines, pieces of devo
May
we
piously
rejoice
ih
the
wisdom
of
A
barn
belonging
to
Mr,
Le
Bosquet
and
tional
and practical tendency, Illustrations of
York.
öeQoM any ruffians who may chance to pass. A duConstitutions of Government which se
Scripture, and General Religious Intelli
) ty has been levied of 4|per cent, on theex- Mrs. Marsh, and occupied by Mr. Moses pur
Sept,
24.
—
Sembrero
Key
W.
8
miles,
brig
cure freedom. of conscience, and keep ©pen Clarrissa, Perkins, 24 days froffi this port, gence. The interest now manifested in
'i portation by land, of merchandise. An addi Nichols as a wood-house, containing a large all the avenues of truth to every citizen.
Sunday Schools Will induce us to reserves
tional duty of 10 per cent, has been levied quantity of fuel.—Amount of loss not ascer
Sensible of the benefits flowing from the for New-Orleans,—Had been in the gulph 6 considerable portion of our pages for that im
’ fiACi on
importation of wine, liquors, &c. tained. Mr. Short’s loss, in stock and tools, moral government and -physical principles of days.
Sept. 25—off Cape Florida, brig Atlantic, portant subject.
New V ^h°se shipping beef from Buenos Ayres is estimated at $300. It is but just to re the Universe, may we avoid insulting the
We shall endeavour to maintain thé utmost
on « must deposit, in the custom house a bond of mark, that it was not in the power of Mr. goodness of its Author by any vice ; and, 50 days from Kennebunk.
plainness and simplicity of style, and aim to’
iïiv îS
tor everï Quintal shipped, which bond is Short to get insurance, inasmuch as none of while grateful for every blessing, may we
be direct, serious, and earnest in the appeals1
The
forfeited to the treasury ‘f should the vessel the offices will insure on a Cabinet Maker’s meet the ills of life with that courage which
stock. His case, therefore, is deserv
UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION. made to the hearts and cànscïences of men.
ilv int F be taken> i°st or'in. any way not accounted ing
shall
prove
our
consciousness
of
the
supreme
peculiar consideration. The cause
EDMUND Q. SEWALL, Editor.
low" '
by a consular or other certificate from a
7W1HE members of the Kennebunk Unita^
of the fire is not certainly known; but little wisdom and infinite perfection of the system LsL rian Association a,re requested to
jf thTJ consui or other authority residing in a port doubt,
to
which
we
belong.
j
however, exists, that it was occasion
^ friendly to Buenos Ayres; within eighteen
meet at Maj. Timothy Frost’s on Wednes
CONDITIONS.
recommend to the citizens of this? State, day,
months.” _ This applies to all flags. Not- ed by accident, as but a few minutes before in Iaddition
the 24th inst: at sunset. A sermon is to
I.1 he Unitarian Advocate will be pub
to
religious
exercises,
to
worship
the
fire
broke
out,
it
is
said,
a
boy
and
girl
i rùV ° withstanding the high cost of the article, the
delivered in the evening at the meeting lished on the first day of every month, com
God by liberality of sentiment and by open- be
house.
b mencing with January, 1828 ; each number
uiey andlycommon duty to the bond, there will uudoubt- were seen in Mr. Appleton’s barn, with a handed
beneficence
—
by
instructing
the
igno

light
r
Varand^ edly be the usual quantity shipped, a great
to contain about 50 pages, handsomely printed
SEWALL, Sec’y.
- -eaCTmi nuiini 11 il agaa»»
rant, guiding the erring, aiid relieving the ■ Kennebunk,DANIEL
Oct. 19, 1827.
on J «eMproportion of which will find its Way to the
on superfine paper—the whole making two’
unfortunate
—
by
aiding
the
poor
and
sick,
go

Mr.
Forsyth,
late
a
Member
of
Congress,
aient, Brazilians.
.ÿos. Pat.
volumes a year, of about 30C- pages each.
It is contemplated to form a County Uni
and Minister to Spain, has been elected Gov ing and doing good as the good Samaritan
eral offe.
_______
Price, Two Dollars a year—to be paid
did, and teaching and practising the duty of tarian Association, Auxiliary to the Ameri- onII.
ernor of Georgia.
i > Lord
i
■
the delivery of the third number.
kindness prescribed by a devout veneration ican Unitarian Association. All persons who
identofthe;
.
COLOMBIA.
Subscriptions for the above work, will be
of that Being who created every living thing are desirous of forming said Association, received
Lord Fife Advices from Caraccas to the 20th ult.
at
The Legislature of New-Jersey will con and “ saw that is was good.”
whether living in this town or in any of the
t of the ¿“have been received at New-York. Bolivar vene on Tuesday next.
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
ENOCH
LINCOLN.
neighboring towns, àre requested to attend at
the Naiy was not known to have reached Bogota.—
Kennebunk, Oct. 20, 1827.
By the Governor;
the above time and place.
of the SfThe Congress including Gen. Santander, had
Liberality.—Mr. Daniels, editor of the
nn ; Sew|come to the determination of receiving him on Cheraw
Amos Nichols,^Secretary cf State.
Spectator, a firm Jackson paper
3hancdloi friendly terms. Affairs were in a state of tran- makes the following remark—
COUNCIL CHAMBER, ">
I Bexley;J^ffuility, although public opinion was much diPortland, Oct. 18, 1827. J
“ The President is undoubtedly an able
HE Subscriber being about to close his
:y ; divided. Gen. Paez was daily exectedat Car* man,
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
and a fine scholar, and withal of unex
business in this piace, will sell his
within and for the County of York, on the
• Bourne?accas, from Valencia. In his last proclamation ceptionable private character. It seems to
SI OCK at veryfeduced prices until thè 30th‘
third Monday of October in the year of our
1, were <he called upon the citizens to maintain the us that his adherents, take more pains to
,inst.
when
he will close at Public Auction.
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven
ipointn»aex’stmg state of affairs, from which it ap- prove this, than theyneed do, for it never
All persons indebted to him would do well
the petition of OLIVE HILL, ad
e Exchfi Tears he
decided to follow the steps of was disputed.”
ministratrix, of the estate of James H. to make immediate payment, otherwise he
ges, «Bolivar.
Hill, late of Berwick, in said county, deceas will be under the disagreeable necèssity óf
itheabnoi; The Grand Convention was to take place
Mr. Clay, the Secretary of State, has pro
ed, representing that the personal estate of putting them to cost. All persons having de
wed on M®3®' Dcana on the 12th of February, 1828.
ceeded to the Sulpher Springs in Berkeley
said deceased is not sufficient to pay the just mands against him have only to present them
hich Loi?
county, Virginia.—Thé state of his health is
debts which he owed at the time of his death, for settlement.
but con®'
ABEL C. SMITH.
believed to be the cause of his absence from
and praying for a license to sell and convey
f his COIM.
LIVERPOOL, AUGUST 31.
Kennebunk, Oct. 12, 1827.
Washington.«
so much of the real estate of said deceased as
U 4 MASSACRE AT ANNABONA.
MARRIED—In Portsmouth, on Sunday may be necessary for the paytnent of said
duties
Mathews, of
Mr. Young, one of the administration mem last, by Rev. Dr. Parker, Mr. Isaac K. debts and incidental charges :
quarter, ïï the schr. Princess Victoria, bound to Batabers of Congress, recently elected from Ken Wise, Merchant, of Boston, to Miss Ann E.
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give no
1
via ;—
Walker, of P.
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
OF THE AMERICAN
o April 1 ? I have mentioned the necessity of my tucky, died on the 19th ult.
In
Biddeford,
14th
inst.
by
Rev.
Mr.
Tra

and
to all persons interested in said estate, bv
taken plad£°*nS mto Annabona.* After calms, foul
cy,
Mr.
George
Perkins,
to
Miss
Christiana
The
prospectus
of
a
Southern
Quarterly
UmTARIACT
ÆSSOOXATÏCIT,
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
essed. il&lhds, &c. wre managed to get within 25 or
f Indigo vip® miles of the land, by the 26th of May. At Review, literary and political, has been issu Shepherd.—Mr. Joseph Goldthwait, to Miss in the Kehnebunk Gazette, printed m Kenne FOR SALE BY
Harriet Perkins.
bunk in said county, three weeks successive
6 dusk the report of a gun was heard from ed in Charleston, South Carolina.
In Cornish, 1st inst. Mr. Clark C. Cole, to ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
Agent.
nuel amffi!undev the land, which proved to be the last
Kennebunk, Oct. 13, 1827.
tc be holden at York, in said county on the
The Charleston papers announce as in the Miss Mary E. Briggs.
in Parisirct
one
most savage, barbarous
In Limerick, Mr. Oliver Moulton, to Miss first Tuesday in November next, at ten oi
’ 'phe ¿¡scenes I ever saw or heard of in my life, press, the Fugitive Writings of the late Will
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, il
ich was (lrPn anchoring in the small bay, on the north- iam Crafts with a memoir of the authoi* by a Susann McKusick.
In Augusta, by the Rev. Mr. Tappan, Mr. any they have, why the prayer of said petition
an imœeiî^ast en(^’ we f°und the people had all fled, friend. It is published by subscription, and Luther
Severance,
editor
of
the
Kennebec
should not be granted.
ome to a^eav^nS a *ew PjSs’ sheep, or goats, behind, the profits will be for the benefit of the famS flefebv given to these indebted to the»
Journal, to Miss Anne Hamlen.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
certain spr° Suard the miserable huts. Towards noon ily6of the deceased.
subscriber, that he intends to evacuate
In
Bath,
Mr.
Michael
F.
Gannett,
to
Miss
A true Copy—NcTE'src,
of annwwo canoes ventured from the lee side of the
is present stand, and that if his demands are
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
i p.kp .island. After great caution they came aThe celebrated horses Eclipse and Henry Susan S. eldest daughter, of D. Stimpson, Esq.
not paid' shortly, he must and will cause them
In Eddington, Mr. Thomas Mann, to Mrs.
Oct. 20.
■d bv thJonSsl^e’ anfl V(dated the following, in En- were sold by Auction in New-York on Fri
to be put in suit as he is called and must pay
uæult enabBsh’ most, indeed all of them, knowing the day last, thé former for $8500 and the latter Nancy T. Coalman.
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, those to Whom beds indebted, even at the
re the amlanSua£e*—They stated that a fortnight be for 4100 dollars. Both were purchased by
within and for the County.of York, on the loss of all things,
OBITUARY.
ivi La r°re’ a brig, under Spanish colours, from and Mr. William B. Ludlow, of Claverack, N.- J.
.
JOHN SPRINGER.
third Monday of October, in the year of _ ,
>’ e-round l*€^ongmg to Havana, had anchored for reOctober 13.
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-sev
h nftpriJre&hments, supposed to have had about 30
A New Fancy Name.—-It is proposed to
en.
oS^en’ mdifferently armed. The Capt. reques- publish in Providence, R. I. a semi-weekly
N the petition of Mehitable ^Iadwas
the Governor to give his crew a house'to paper, to be entitled the “ Military Chief
docks, adyninistratrix of the estate of
be hanrarrT on tra<^e’ Which was readily granted, tain, and Champion of the Peoples’ Rights.
John Maddocks, late of Kennebunk, in »aid HE Subscribers being under the Necessi
new her’a^en Possessi°n °f> afd barter, for small This beats the Halcyon Luminary and the
county, deceased, representing that the per
ifowls,pigs, and goats, carried on amicably Pig and Whistle, all hallow. We have
ty of raising cash to satisfy the calls of
sonal estate of said deceased is not sufficient
L’Jor two day s, when the Spaniards grew im- heard of an orator who spoke of a nose-gay
J their.creditors; are compelled to'call on those
to pay the just debts which he owed at the-Sited to them to make immediate pay
nh .'i^atient for more supplies, which the Na- of thunder and lightning, which figure was
ie ,’’ia Jhves really had not on the Island. On the in good taste with the above title. The
DIED—In this town, on Tuesday last, Mr. time of his death, and charges of adminis
chat they may be enabled to meet these;
tration, by the sum of one hundred sixteen
i mucn
¿jay two men were taken on board Man of Straw, or the Champion of the Crows, Jotham Kimball, aged 47.
With-promptness.,.
dollars
and
seventy-seven
cents,
and
praying
In this town, on Thursday last, Mr. Rob
lres\sed thrie
an^ most severe^y beaten ; they are would be as sensible a name, and more pic
They also request all who have promised’
for
a
license
to
sell
and
convey
so
much
of
the
ert Mitchell, aged about 67 years.
» i i rsince dead.
turesque,.
JV. Y. Com. Adv.
Lumber or Country produce to deliver it im
^erilh : di Bhe natives now fled to the mountains for
In Kennebunk-port, on Thursday morning real estate of said deceased as may be neces mediately or cash will be expected.
sary
for
the
payment
of
said
debts
and
inci

;n tftey Safety. On the third day some returned,
This year in 19 Colleges in the U. S. the last, a child of Capt. Abraham Hill aged dental charges:
They continue to keep on hand a general
. „ ind the kindness of the captain and his crew, degree of B. A. has been conferred on 521 about 4 months.
assortment of\
ORDERED
—
That
the
petitioner
give
no
Uenia’ .T:or the time, induced all to return to the persons, and that of M. A. on 217..
In Kennebunk-port, Mr. Joseph Adams,
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
l.evæs ^’'¡ullage. Four, of the crew slept on shore,
jun. aged-32 years.
vinc%, aad a good house or hut, and, as they staIn Saco, a child of Mr. Samuel Floyd, aged all persons interested in said estate, by caus of a good quality.
We have been told, that a Shaker Village
ing a copy oi this order to be published in the
is connMæd, were well used. On Saturday morning in this vicinity, receives between $12,000 and 2 years.
CHADBOURN & JUNKINS.
> embmiL^ding continued till noon, when the crew $13,000 annually, for garden seeds.
In Parsonsfield, on the 10th inst. James Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk,
Kennebunk, Oct. 11, 1827.
e regency ’^shed on snore, armai, and without the
in said county, three weeks successively, that
W. B. Davis, a child of Mr. Moses Davis.
Spring
field
paper
.
FDonPe®^ast cause^ rgason or jfotice, commenced a
In Easton, Mr. Benjamin White, aged 63 they may appear at a Probate Court to be
ikentliiii^ost |ieavy fjre of musketry upon the poor,
at York, in said county, on the first
A lot of premium butter was lately sold in years, of consumption, brought upon himself holden
1
harmless; and totally defenceless inhabitants; Providence at thé enormous price of one (by his own confession in his last moments) by Tuesday in November next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
hahasgw^e consequence of their firing, as you may dollar and three cents per pound.
excessive drinking of rum.
effected Suppose, was a dreadful massacre. The inOn the 11 th Aug. on board the U. S. ship they have, why the prayer of said petition
d their ''Sabitants that were fortunate enough again
Lexington, in the Archipelago, Lieut. Alex should not be granted.
Fire.—We learn that the Store of Will ander H. Hopkinson, aged 22.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
al fortKss®jplight shelter in the mountains, when the
A true copy—Attest,
;ments aÿmnatural Spaniards plundered the village, iam Decker, Esq. of Bowdoinham, was,
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
j preventfire to it and burnt it completely down, with its contents, consumed on Sunday morn
JOTAS FOR SALE a large assortment of
Oct. 20.
5
rom thecoaijestr0ymg every article that could be use- ing last.—Loss'estimated at $2000 of which
Ja.ll
School Books and Stationary, which
1200 was insured.
' Lincoln Int.
imilar
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of. will be sold at fair prices for Cash, or on a rea*
dodon and I «< j cannot describe the state in which I
.
sonable
credit.
the estate of Daniel Butler, late of
In Bangor, on Saturday last, a son of Mr
patched Wound these poor beings on going on shore :
....AMONG WHICH4 ARÉ....
Kennebunk-port,
in
thejCounty
of
York,
de

juy provi®)saw at least fifty new graves in and- around Caleb Merrill, aged four years, fell from the
Morsel Worcester’s, Cummings’ and Ad
ceased, and all others concerned—That Polly
SHIP
NEWS Butler
f wartogllfhe church, which showed the number that wharf and was drowned.
has presented to me the subscriber, ams’ Geographies, wither without Atlásotilla whidjad been killed ; and not a family but had
Judge of the Court of Probate, within and for. SES-,
ifeated-a^st a number, either dying or dreadfully
Mr. Stephen Leighton, of Corinna, was
said coiinty, an instrument, purporting to be
Walch’s; Welch’s, Colburn’s, Bezout’s,
errors ofldsvounded. I myself dressed the wounds of last week so severely wounded by the acci
the last will and testament of said Daniel, and Robinson’s, Stamford’s and Temple’s Arith1 impartedfifteen. My ship’s medicine chests afforded dental discharge of powder in a well where
KENNEBUNK, OCTOBER 20. that the first Tuesday in December next is( ME.TICS.
totheG'Aut a scanty supply ; however, they were he was blasting rocks, that it was necessary
Walker’s (large and small size) and John
assigned to take the Probate thereof, at a
entered.
, keep the ; rateful; we cut up shirts, handkerchiefs, &c. to amputate his left leg and arm..
Probate Court then to be held at Kennebunk, son’s Dictionaries.
■eeks dislifor theirdse-—The number pf sufferers kiilOct. 15.—Brig Leo, Gould, Hayti, with in said County, when and where they may be
Worcester’s Ancient Atlas.
eat guns si’d and wounded must have been 70 or 80:
Honey.—Mr. Benjamin Reynolds, of Vas. coffee and logwood to Eliph’t Perkins, Esq. present and shew cause, if any they have,
Murray’s (large size and abridgment,) In
» their entame were burnt with the houses when woun- salborough took up a hive of bees a few —Left, at Port au Prince,, 16th ult. schrs. why the same should not be proved, approv gersoll’s, (large si^e and abridgment) Fisk’s
ed, and others thrown into the sea by the weeks since, the honey of which weighed, in! Milo, Trefethren,for New-York via Jeremie, ed and allowed as the last will and testament Murray, and Twichell’s Grammars.
in 5 days; Nestor, Sylvestine, for New- oi said deceased.
Topliff ftr&paai ards,”
the comb.jfour hundred pounds.
Cumming’s, Picket’s, Marshalls’, Webster’s,
York, in 10 days ; Experiment, Sterit, 35
g Wed®®1"’
Given under my hand at Kennebunk, this and Columbian Spelling Boóks.
Tance. Tlf * Annaboa or Annabon, a small Island in
days from Pro\idence, R. I.; brig Mary, fifteenth day of October, in the year of our
Pronouncing and Common School Bibles,
•es'inCîlbe Atlantic, near coast of Africa well stockGiven, unc.—Sfioke. lat.. 33 50, Ion. 72, brig Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
different sizes and qualities.
d with cattle, and abounding in fruit; the
Clyde,
Stackpole,
15
days
from
Portland,
for
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
Murray’s Reader, Pronouncing and com
__ _______________ JONAS CLARK.
su
md lofty ; 30 miles in circumference. The
Key West—lat. 34 U2, Ion. 71 40, sch. Colmon, various editions and bindings.
jhabitants are chiefly descendants from
lossus,
Morgan,
6
days
from
Boston,
for
the
IMPROVED ALMANAC.
Agricultural Reader; Scott’s Lessons.
m to an*’ortuguese and Christian negroes. It has a
We understand that a new publication to Bay of Honduras.
Murray’s Introduction, pronouncing and
ay last® Swn containing about iQO houses. Pbpula- be entitled “ The New-England Almanac,
common.
CLEARED.
, with a on 500. Lat. 1, 32, 8. ion. 5, 40. E.
_ CJTRAYED from Elliot on
and Masonic Callender,” is shortly to issue
Christian
Orator; American Reader.
Messrs. U'
1817.
^7 the 13th inst. a black Mare,
from the press of Messrs. Capen and Marsh, co.Oct. 14.—Sch. Packet, Jefferds, Porto Ri
Pronouncing and common Testaments.
een gi\enJ
5 years old, about fifteen hands
of Boston, to contain, besides more correct
Analytical Reader.
Brig Volant, Fairfield, Hayti.
rs bytlieF
„1 Urn- _high has a switch tail, a Idrge
and more than an usual number of astronom
Pope’s Essay on Man, &c. &c.
itured and J The New-York American, in reference ical calculations, a correct list of all the Arrived, yesterday, sch. Packet, Jefferds, in scar on her . left hind footlock joint, has had
—A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF—
"he
the story of a négociation, between Pres- courts and civil officers in each of the N. Eng distress—We understand that she sprung a- her breast lately chafed by a collar, and had
consisting of
on a pair of iron fetters, Whoever will re
tlrrt^ T'Ht Adams and Mr. Webster, previous to land. States ; list of the civil officers of the leak and lost part of her deck load.
turn said Mare to the subscriber, or give such Writing and Letter Paper, Quills, Slates, Jnk^
U. S.; lists of all the Grand lodges in the N.
jtevideo. Me late election, published in the Natiónal England States, and of all the subordinate
MEMORANDA.
information as will enable him to obtain her
Inkstands, Wafers, Pencils, ElasSaco, Oct. 11.—Ar. sip. William, Gillpat- shall be suitably rewarded.
, tic Gum, Writing and Cypher
encs AyrcSalladiùm, Evening Post, and other papers, ones, with their times of meeting ; and many
rick, Connecticut ; 15th, brig Monticello,
ing Books, &c. &c.
OLIVER C. JONES,
'X.esXys’
other matters very useful and interesting; Fales,
—Sailed, 16th, schs. Sally’
Elliot, Oct. 18,1827.________________
to be furnished at the usual price of an Al Kelly, Thomaston.
Gy^Country
Traders will find it advantage
Providence ; Dorcas-Hawes, Burges’
:ruis»
We are enabled to state, upon the higliest manac. An improvement in Almanacs has
ous to call and examine his stock, as such
"ying ^h.thority, that this story, by whomsoever long been needed; it is time that foolish cal do.; Hope Sc rhebe, Harden, do.; Two’
arrangements have been made, as enables
jo was Wd, or by whomsoever vouched for, is utter- culations and odd conceits about the weather Friends, Nickerson, do.; Dorcas, Kelly, do.;
YOUNG MAN by the name of An him to sell by the quantity at Boston whole
IJ craft, s» f untrue,^ayd - Without the shadow offoun- should give place to more useful information. Fair Polly, Chäse, do.; Sally, Tarbox, do';
sale
prices—& several works which he pub
drew Mrhar, a native of the par
ry
To the base natures that have in- The plan.of this is good, and if carried a lit Caspian, Storer, New-York.
lishes can be afforded much cheaper.
ish
of
Gorden,
County
of
Kilkenny,
Ireland,
■ral af wdiit-nted and circulated this foul lie, we leave tle further would save us a heavy tax for
Kennebunk, Oct. 12,1827.
Cid. at Portland, 13th, ship Gen. Pike, and who has recently residedatMeramachee,
^oftask of vindicating themselves before Registers. The ability and enterprise of the Towne, of this port, for New-Orleans.
with
one
John
McMullen,
will
relieve
the
claily
Public.
gentlemen concerned in the publication > Cid. at Boston, 13th, brig Orestes, Nason, anxiety of his widowed mother, by forward
lian? ^tfl'his was published' at New-York on Fri- give the strongest assurance that the matter of and for this port.
ing information of his present residence and
and execution of the work will satisfy pub
Cldi at Boston, 16th, ship Delos, Bragdon, ■situation in life, to Father Byrn, of Boston,
e riDüsed1^ before Mr. Bailey’s contradiction could lic
AY & Martin’s & Warren’s BLACK
expectation. We hope the patronage of of this port, for New-Orleans.
((Mass.)
ING warranted genuine—for sale by
eW coin6pch them.
the community will.reward them for their
Cid. at Philadelphia, 18th, ship New-Or
JUDITH MRHAR.
the dozen or single bottle at
usine® ^7
Boston Advertiser. ' exertions.
leans, Cole, of Saco, for New-Orleans^
Oct.
J.-K RE^MICH’S Backstop
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Cheaper than ever !

T
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The Publications

J. K. REMÍCH,

I

Take Notice.

O

T

Cabinet Work,

School Books

Sta

tionary.

JAMES K. REMICH,.

Stray Mare.

Information Wanted.

A

Blacking.

D

y

Wfyi'Timi»WIW

ra WMATH,

FOB SALE.

F01 HE subscriber offers for sale,
.IL the FARM on which he now
lives, in Kennebunk, together with
thxe farming Tools, Stock, Furni
ture, Grain, Corn and other appendages to
house keeping, too numerous to be separate
ly detailed. Said Farm is well situated, on
a road much travelled, but a short distance
from the spot where there will, probably, in
a few months, be commenced a large manu
facturing establishment ; it lies fit a very
suitable distance from the village for a Pub
lic House } in short, it combines many con
veniences, not every where to be* iound.
Come and see.
Should not said farm be sold by the first of
November, the subscriber would rent it to a
family, till it could be disposed of otherwise.
NATHANIEL H. FLETCHER.
Kennebunk, Oct. 6, 1827.

Â

Jr >

MASSACHUSETTS CHARI TABLE
MECHANIC ASSOCIATION.
The anniversary meeting and dinner of this
respectable society took place on Thurs
day last. The following beautiful and pow
erful hymn, written by Rev. Mr. Pierpont,
was sung <n the occasion —Sal. G az.
Loud o’er thy savage child,
I
’ O God, the night wind roars,
As houseless, in the wild
He bows him and adores,
Thou seest him there
As to the sky
He lifts his eye
Alone in prayer.

FOR SALE.

raOBATU OTTOWSS.
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
in and for the County of York, on thefirst
Tuesday in September, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty seven.
<OSHUA ROBERTS and JACOB M.
CURRIER, executors of the last will
and testament of Micajah Currier, late of
South Berwick, in said county, trader, de
ceased, having presented their first account
of the administration of the estate of said de-,
ceased, for allowance :
ORDERED, That the said executors
give hotice to all persons interested, by cans
¡ng a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at York, in said county, on the first
Tuesday in November next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon and shew cause, if any
they have, why the same should not be allow-

At Auction or private
Sale.

JONAS CLARK, Judge.
A true Copy— ATrE&r,
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
Sept. 29.

THE ElEEBAXi 3FB $
Sale at Auction
OT

HIS is a monthly publication of Sermoni
by living Ministers of the denomination
twenty-second ot Unitarian Christians. It is
n
J
t rnmmP'nn tnp frntn-« finn nrnmntp the
day of'October next, commend the truths and promote the influJ
ence of the Gospel, by giving the publicac.
at one o’clock, P. M cess to the pulpit writings of a class of Chris,
1 i on t^e Premises, a lot tians, whose views are believed to be scrip,
of Timber and VVood'
LAND, situated in Wells, belonging to the tural, and whose productions serious and!
estate of William Littlefield, and adjoining profitable ; and, at the same time, to correct!
land of James Staples, Josias Littlefield and the prejudices and misrepresentations with!
which their name is associated in raauyi
others.
Said Land will be sold in lots to suit pur minds. At this end it aims, by simply pre_,
chasers. 'Terms made known at the time senting specimens of the doctrinal and prac-l
tical sermons of Unitarians, and leaving then!
and place of Sale.
to speak for themselves. The contributed
WILLIAM COLE.
are of the first respectability and profession!
Hells, Sept. 20,1827.
al standing.
Three numbers have already been publish
ed. For July, “on Religious Anxiety, ”tyl
Rev. Orville Dewey, of New Bedford, Mash
ANTED at this office in pavment for and “ on the Office of Reason in the concerns
papers, CORN, WHEAT, RYEf of Religion,” by Rev. Dr. Bancroft, ofWpJ
cester,
BUTTER and CHEESE, but more particu' Mass. For August, “ on Revivals d
ReJigion,” by Rev. Dr. Thayer ; of Laucad
larly (5ASH.
ALSO—in the course of six or eight ter, Ms. For September, “ on missions^
weeks, two barrow PIGS, weighing from 30 the Heathen, ” by Rev. J. C. Palfrey, of
ton. The work is edited by Rev. T. R. Su|.| The
to 75 pounds each.
It is hoped that all who have not paid up livan, Minister of a Congregational Society v-ase
for their papers to the first of June last, will Keene, N.H.
{ET* This publication is printed in 8vo.oJ thesiH
in the course of this and the month of Octo
ber next, attend to it, and we assure them fine paper with a fair type. Each number | when i
that such attentions will be respectfully re will contain one Jong or two short sermons, fall, ar
ceived and cheerfully credited to the accounts stitched, with a handsome cover. Price Oii into à
of such individuals as are so polite as to wait Dollar only, yearly, (or for the half volume)
paid in advance; w One Dollar and Fifty
on us for that purpose.
Kennebunk Gazette Office, Sept. 22,1827. Cents, if not paid within six mentis. Nj this wc
subcriptions received for less than á year. ) tìf'sole:
When sent by mail the postage of eacd
number, when it doesnot exceed 16 pag?s tindoul
will be one cent and a half not over 100 miles;! -yet,
¡■immediately two smart, active young or two cents and a half any distance exceed
men to follow the business 'of peddling. ing 100 miles.
in its
PORTER & HILLARD.
ü'r’Subscriptions received by J. K. REM^
hown
Kennebunk, Sept. 21, 1827.
■ ICH, Kennebunk.
Oct. 6.
it is tin

Notice.
W

At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
in and for the County of York, on thefrst
Tuesday irtSeplember, in the year of our
Thine inspiration comes !
Lord eight^tz hundred and twenty-seven.
In .sdh/Ztbe blessing falls •
SALLY
NASON, administratrix of the
The field around him blooms,
estate of 'Thomas Nason, late of San
The temple, rears its walls,
ford, in said county, deceased, having pre
And saints adore.
sented her acepunf of administration of the
And music swells,
estate of said deceased', for allowance :
Where savage yells
ORDERED, That the said administra
Were heard before.
trix give* notice to all persons interested by
To honor thee, dread Power,
causing a copy of this order to be published
Our skill and strength combine ;
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
And temple, t< mb, and tower
Gazette,printed at Kennebunk, in said çouhAttest the se gifts of thine ;
tv, that they may appear at a Probate Court
A swelling dome
to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the
Eor Pride they gild,
first Tuesday in January next, at ten-of the
—
ALSO
—
heart c
For Peace they build
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, it ahy
An humbler home;
About eleven acres of WOOD- they have why the same should not be allow
but lo 1
LAND, be the same more or less, ed.
It is
>OS. G. MOODY Agent for the Protec
By these our fathers’ host
AKES
the
liberty
to
inform
his
friew
,
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
lying on said Maryland road, about
©i tion Insurance Company of Hartford,
’Was led to victory first,
ns
froir
and
former
customers
that
the
sale
o!
A true Copy—LyTiesv,
_
a quarter of a mile from said
HOUSES, STORES,
When on our guardless coast
LTf ^Taci orTfS^ BARNS and^the
WM. C. ALLEN, A^’r.
erv pai
House,
bounded
by
land
of
James
Staples,
MIkES’
Netrv other
bis
state, he has taken a LOTTE*
The cloud of battle burst.
Sept 15.
William Cole and others.
contents of each, together with every other OFFICE in Philadelphia, where he hai thy, is,
Through storm and spray,
A
good
Title
shall
be
given
to
the
purcha

similar
species
of
property
,
By these controlled,
for sale TICKETS in all the popular Lot of pres!
ser of the Premises.
Our navies hold
Against
Loss
or
Damage
by
teries in the United States, some *of whid what tr
.....ALSO....
Their thundering way.
are dmwn every weekend as they arena may de
Remaining in the Post Office at KenneSundry articles of household Furniture,
yet denied the privilege of writing, he wonlj! by the
bunk, Maine, Oct. 1, 1827.
Great source of every art !
viz: Chairs, Tables, Bureaus.and sundry
inform them that alh letters enclosing t«
A. B C. D.
Our homes, our pictured halls,
Carpenter’s, Cooper’s and Farming Tools.
The rates oi premium are as low as of any dollars and upwards for tickets, he willpiy When
Our thronged and busy mart
If not disposed of at private sale before, will 7ÄTATHAN1EL BOSWORTH, of Brig other similar institution in the country.
the postage both ways, and those from five It evening
Commodore Preble—Mrs. Lydia L.
That heaves its granite walls
be sold at Public Auction at said House, at
Kennebunk, Sept. 15.
ten he will pay the postage to him, and al! approa
And shoots to heaven
one o’clock, P. M. on Wednesday the 25th Daniels, Abraham Day, Joseph Doliey, Ste
sums less than five dollars the postage muai
phen Day, Mrs. Lydia Durrell, Samuel Da
Its glittering spires
ot Oct. in st.
be paid by the writers» All letters direct«
To catch the fires
*
Terms of sale may be known by applying to vis.
to M. Davis, Kro. 57, South Second Siren, advanc
E. F. G. H.
Of morn and even.
JAFETH STUART,
Philadelphia, will be answered by return ci Ate'
Thomas
L.
Garland
—
JohnHuff,
Noah
G.
on the Premises,
M. DAVJS. the yea
These, and the breathing forms
HE Subscriber intends going to BOS mail.
Hatch, 2, Miss Lydia Hanscom (Lyman)
or to Capt. THEODORE ELDRIDGE.
September 1.
"i hebrubh and chisel give,
TON early in October, and conse
John C. Hatch, John Huston, Clement Huff,
Wells,
Oct.
1,1827,
went w
With this, when mafble warms,
quently money is an indispensable article, he
Mary Hardin.
Heavei
With that, when canvass lives,
J
J. K. L.
wishes those physicians and others indebted
• These all combine,
ant.—I
Miss Abigail Jackson, care of Mr. Brown to him.to make payment previous to that
AN A WAY from the subscriber aniil' er; th<
In countless ways,
—Israel Kimball, Mrs. Agnes Kerr—Abner time>
JOHN
LILLIE.
'
By
virtue
of
a
license,
from
the
Honorable
dented apprentice,by the name of
To swell thy praise
Littlefield, Capt. Edmund Lord, Capt. Wil
the ros'
Judges of the Supreme Judicial Court, be liam Lord, 2, Miss Esther Lord, Mrs. Han
ward DoRLEr.—All persons are forbidhar-t
For all are thine !
September 15.
gun and held at Alfred, within and for the nah Lord.
bouring or trusting said boy on, my account,] „heard
'county of York, on the third Tuesday of
SONNET.
as I shall pay no debts of his contracting-.!
j<
M N. O. P.
September, in the year of our Lord, 1827.
and all persons are hereby forbid employiw 1 /
BY MISS M1TFOBD.
James McKee, John Mayo, care of Capt,
■W^flLL be sold at public auction, (unless Mitchell, of brig Agenoria, James Moody,
said boy as they would avoid the penalty® once Dl
WITHIN my little garden is a flower,
V w
previously disposed of at private Esq., Hugh & Adam McCulloch—Capt. John
the law.
mer.
A tuft of flowers, most like a sheaf of corn,
OF THE FIRST QUALITY,
sale,!on Saturday the twenty-fourth day of Nason—Benjamin Owens.
BENJAMIN DAY;. which i
The lilac blossomed daisy that’s born
Kennebunk, August 24^, 1827.
At Michaelmas, wrought by the gentle power November next, at one o’clock in the af
Q. R. S.
Of this sweet Autumn into one bright shower ternoon on the premises, all the right and in
James K. Remich, James Ross, Mrs. Ju For sale by
JOS. G. SMOODY.
Of blooming beauty : Spring hath neughr terest wl'ich Levi Merrill, Stephen Merrill, dith Ross—Jacob Btevens, Agent at the Cot
Moses Merrill, Jacm-s Merrill, Hannah Mer ton Factory, Mr. Stevens, Machinist, Amos
August .11.
more fair,
rill and Hepzibah Merrill, all of Shapleigh, Stevens.
[feelt^
Four sister butterflies inbab’t there :
T. U. V. W.
Gay gentle creatures 1 Round that odorous in said County,'Minors, and children of Asa
[of
our (
Merrill, late of the same Shapleigh, deceas
Hhds< W. I. Rum,
James Titcomb, Esq., 2; Titcomb & Smith
bower
I years,'
They weave their dance of joy the livelong ed, have in and to the homestead farm of said —Stephen Webber, Michael Wise, Esq., 2,
S
persons
have
been
in
the
habit
of
ta

2 do. Santa Cruz, do.
deceased. Said farm is situated in Shapleigh Charles W. Williams, Esq.
blossor
king down fence, and passing through
■ day,
60 do. St. Ubes Salt.
B. PALMER, Post Master.
summe
Seeming to bless the sunshine : and at night aforesaid and contains two hundred and twen
the
subscribers
’
land,
near
Mr.
Samuel
Buzty
five
acres
;
the
said
Minors
are
owners
Oct. 6.
"
Fold their enamelled wings as if to pray.
zels, and from thence to the Sea, very much
20 Bls. first quality Flour.
and th
of
one
ninth
part,
’
e
ach
of
the
same
as
heirs
Home-loving pretty ones ! would that 1 might
to their injury ; they therefore forbid all
[ with vi
For sale by
of their said father ; subject to the incum
For richer gifts as cheerful tribute pay,
persons,
passing
or
repassing
the
same
with
GREENOUGH Sc BODWELt will gr
So meet the rising dawn, so hail the parting brance of the widow Merrill’s dower, and of
teams, under penalty of being
Kennebunk, August 17, 1827.
one sixteenth part each of one ninth part as
HARRISON
MURPHY,
ray i
foreve
heirs of their late brother Aaron Merrill, de Remaining in the Post Office, at Kenne
BENJAMIN LEWIS.
We
ceased, in common with the late widow Hep
bunkport, Maine, Oct. 1st, 1827.
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 12 1827.
THE AUTUMN LEAF.
zibah Merrill now the wife of Benjanm
hearts
A. B. C.
Brackett, and John Merrill son of said Asa
THE autumn leaf is fading fast
ENJAMIN ADAMS—George Bick
return
Merrill, deceased, who is over twenty-one
Before the chill and cheerless blast ;
ford, 3, M. Burbank, Esq.
where
years of age, and the children and heirs of
So friends and fortune fade away
F. G. H. JU
in vai’
Asa Merrill Jr. deceased.
In sorrow’s sear and sunless day.
HE undersigned having been appointed
John H. Hilton, Mrs. Rebecca Haley, 2—
Conditions liberal and made known at the Mrs. Eliza S. Lewis.
I
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of
which
The autumn leaf’s an emblem true
opening of the Vendue.
the Prdbate, for the County of York, Com
M. N. O. P,
fitted
Of summer friends and fortune too i
nnn-rvo l'itviav ? Guardian to said
John G. Mayo, Miss Lydia Millet—Abra missioners to receive and examine the claims
PORTER GILMAN,j
Minors.
hpre
When storms arise, they fly from grief,
37 1-2
ham Noyes—Ichabod Pe.tigrew, John Pea of the creditors to the estate of
And leave us—like the autumn leaf.
Oct. 3, 1827.
HEATON’S noted ITCH Oil thoug
body.
THOMAS RICKER,
R. S. T. U.
MENT, which has stood the tei if thei
late of Berwick, in said County, Tanner, de
Benjamin Robertson—Mrs. Susan Stone— ceased, intestate, and the, term of six months against all other ointment, the price t -follov
Henry Trigger.
is allowed unto the said Creditors for bring which has been reduced from 50 to S the bi
Zealand and Flanders.—\n carrying By virtue of a license, from the Honorable
JAMES D. DOWNING, P. M.
ing in their claims and provingtheir debts.— cents.
such
on some extensive works in the great Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court, Oct. 5.
Hereby give, notice that we will attend that
...ALSO...
service at the dwelling House of James
cos, h
basin and sluices at Torneuzin, there held at Alfred, within and for the County
Woodsom, in said Berwick, on the last Sat Dr. Davenport's Billions Pilis whici
York, on the third Tuesday ofSeptemhas been found, 24 feet below the level of
urday of this and on the last Saturdays of
6er,A.DA^27.
For the time these Pills have been offer
of the sea dike, a stratum of turf, with
the five following months, fj om two to five to the public, the sale of them has exceed mong
ILL be sold at public Auction, on
g
r m ir
Thursday, the twenty-second day of
o’clock ih the afternoon.
the most sanguine expectations of the put well i
oak, alder, and other wood, embedded
November next, at one o’clock P. M. at the
prietor, which may be fairly considered^
It
JOSEPH PRIME, 1 Commissioners
in it. This seems to indicate that Zea dwelling
WILLIAM
SMITH.
5
ComnM!mers
house of Samuel Hooper Jr. in Shapacknowledgement of their many virtues.
mela
land and Flanders were formerly uni leigh in said County, (unless previously dis
Berwick, Sept. 10th, 1827.
They are very justly esteemed for O
posed of at private sale) all the right, title of Music or Templi Carmina, Songs of the
mild and safe operation as a cathartic m that.i
ted.
and interest which Joanna Stone, of said Shap- Temple,
cases where one is necessary— They art •ual r
„
leigh, a Minor and ehikkof Benjamin Stone,
—LIKEWISE—
safe, and sovereign remedy in all billions I lajigi
of Birds»—The following has late of said Shapleigh, deceased, has in and a fine assortment
of J. & M. VARNEY’S
vers, pains in the head, stomach and bow
HDS. N. E. RUM, just received and for indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worft öfter
been compiled from different authors to the real estate oi said Benjamin Stone, de
SHOE
Sand
Strapped
Walkin,
W sale by
MGOOT at Saco and billious-cholic—they are likewise ana? Whe
by Count Morozzo, in a letter from him ceased, consisting of one fifth part of the late
prices. He will constantly be supplied tidote against infectious diseases, removif '.us, tl
homestead of said deceased : except as much
SLIPPERS.
to Lacepcde :—Swan will live about of said farm as has been sold for the payment
with this article. Traders are respect obstructions of every kind by dissolvings
complete assortment of
.butt
200 years ; parrot, about 100 ; goose, of the debts of said deceased.
fully. requested to call.
discharging the morbid matter, helping i
Conditions
liberal
and
made
known
at
the
Sept.
15.
‘
.
gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a sure« ■ teac
80, or more; eagle, bustard, duck
V
and place of sale,
lief for costive habits. T hey are so acc4 ; hut ’
and turkey, period of life not known ; time
Oct/6.
GIDEON RICKER,JG““r^”OT7
modatedto all seasons and hours, that tf ,gen(
peacock, 25 to .28 ; pheasant, 18, to
maybe taken in jsummec or winter, at ij
20 ; crow, 100 or more; nightingale, Oct: 3,1827.
time of the day, without regard, to diet | gree
hindrance of business. Their operation iss win
17 to 18; hen, 16 to 18; pidgeon,
gentle and effectual, that by experience
16 to 17 ; linnet, 13 to 14 ; canary, 13
JUST RECEIVED
are found to excel any other physic hereP 01 S'
to 14; goldfinch, 18 to 20.
I
OMPRISING a good assortment of this WTKTOULD inform the inhabitants of this fore offered to the public.
HE gTOB.ll lately occupied
The genuine are covered with a cm ly;
V f and the neighboring towns, that he
Fall
importations,
by Mr. Stephen Tqwne, at
has removed to Cat-Mousuih. Falls, (so call plate, with the design of the Good Sa® our¡
BROTHERLY LOVE.
Kennebunk-Port.
tan, and the agents name thereon,
our
ed,) in this town, where he carries on the
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 27.
Enquire of HENRY CLARK, Esq.
—ALSO—
The editor of the Dutch Reformed
the
CLOTH
DRESSING
Kennebun k-.Port.
Magazine says of Arminianism, [mean Oct. 6.
Business in all its branches—and will be
3m.
Wheaton’s Jaundice Bitten we
happy to receive the favors of his former
my
ing Methodism] that “ it is a system
CORDS of good hard pine wood for friends and customers and assures them that
37 1-2
founded in ignorance, supported by
«g
MV which I cash will be paid by
he will work as cheap as any other person in
Davenport's Celebrated Eye Watti<\ ’livf
pride, and will end in delusion, for it
J. G. PERKINS.
this vicinity.
A fresh suply of the above is kept in J
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 29.
fs begun by a fallen sinner.”
Kennebunk, Aug. 31, 1827.
ail
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N.
eoi
Calvin (the reformer’s) mode of ex
rill—-in Saco, by E. Goodale and G. Coeish
Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by the IM
pression was rather coarse. Luther
gists in Portland and Boston, and by $
life
AS made such arrangements in his busi
had; in one of his writings, called him
persons in the principal towns from W urn
ness, that the remains of his STOCK
.
A HIGH decked Vessel, a
Just received by
a declaimed; and Calvin, to justify
to Georgia.
ra bout one hundred and ten
will be sold at reduced prices.
the
GREENOUGH & BODWELL,
himself from such a title, breaks out— All who are indebted must call and pay
Oct. 1. 1825.
eowRJ
tons, built the present season, of
August
17,1827,
ar
the best ‘ materials, by Mr. Wil
u Your whole school is nothing but a on or before the first day of December next.
Clapboards and
liam Bartlett.
*
. an
stinking stye of pigs. Dog ! do you Kennebunk-port, Oct. 6, 1827.
Said Vessel is now ready to be launched
AY & Martin’s & Warren’s BLACK OiO/ìà/ìk FIRST quality clapboards*
. understand me 7 Do you understand
and will be sold low. Apply to
__ ______
___ —for sale by o VOO 100 M. Good'Laying shw? '
ING__________
warrantedogenuine
A
good
assortment
of
Justice
me, madman ? Do you understand me
for Sale by
.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
the dozen or single bottle at
Wells, Sept.17,1827.
L k
II REMICH
REMICI ’S Bookstore.
J.
GREENOUGH & BODW
Blanks for sale at tills Office.
you grept beast;?’—Sat. Eve.^az.
OR SALE, a one story dwel
ling HOUSE, well finished
■
an^ painted, with a SHED about
fifty feet in length and a good
LN, well finished, 32 by 28 feet—all joina.good Cellar under the whole House,
...... finished with an Arch and Fire-place
therein, (very commodious for a Trader) to
gether with about four acres of good tillage
LAND, adjoining said House, all lying in
Wells, bounded bv the lower Post road lead
ing to York—and by Maryland road, by.John
Storer Littlefield’s House, all now in the pos
session of JAFETH STUART, living on the
Premises.
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Music, Shoes.
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NEW GOODS,
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